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ABSTRACT
To better understand the response of a buoyant coastal plume to wind-induced upwelling, a two-dimensional
theory is developed that includes entrainment. The primary assumption is that competition between wind-driven
vertical mixing and lateral buoyancy forcing in the region where the isopycnals slope upward to intersect the
surface results in continual entrainment at the offshore edge of the plume. The theory provides estimates of the
buoyant plume characteristics and offshore displacement as a function of time t, given the wind stress, the
characteristics of the buoyant plume prior to the onset of the wind forcing, and a critical value for the bulk
Richardson number (Ri c ). The theory predicts that, for t̂ [ t/t s , the plume density anomaly decreases as (1 1
t̂) 21 , the thickness increases as (1 1 t̂)1/3 , the width increases as (1 1 t̂) 2/3 , and the plume average entrainment
rate decreases as (1 1 t̂) 22/3 . Here t s 5 2A o /(ÏRic U E ) is the time for entrainment to double the cross-sectional
area of the plume A o at the onset of the wind forcing, where U E is the Ekman transport. The theory reproduces
results from 20 numerical model runs by Fong and Geyer, including their estimates of the plume-average
entrainment rate (correlations greater than 0.98 and regression coefficients approximately 1 for plume characteristics and 1.7 for the entrainment rate). The theory, modified to allow for time-variable wind stress, also
reproduces the observed response of the buoyant coastal plume from Chesapeake Bay during an 11-day period
of upwelling winds in August 1994.

1. Introduction
Buoyant discharge from rivers or estuaries typically
turns to the right (Northern Hemisphere) and forms a
buoyant coastal plume that can flow tens to hundreds
of kilometers alongshore before dispersing. Observational studies have shown that alongshore winds that
oppose the buoyant coastal current (upwelling-favorable
winds) can cause the buoyant water to separate from
the coast, spread offshore, and eventually disperse if the
winds are strong enough (Fong et al. 1997; Hickey et
al. 1998; Rennie et al. 1999; Johnson et al. 2001; Sanders and Garvine 2001; Hallock and Marmorino 2002;
Johnson et al. 2003). These studies suggest that upwelling-favorable wind forcing is the primary mechanism for the offshore dispersal of many buoyant coastal
plumes. Therefore, determining the fate of various constituents, including the freshwater, discharged from rivers or estuaries and carried alongshore in buoyant coastal plumes requires an understanding of the response to
upwelling-favorable winds (e.g., Lohrenz et al. 2003;
McGillicuddy et al. 2003).
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While numerical modeling studies have provided a
qualitative characterization of the response of buoyant
coastal plumes to upwelling-favorable winds (Chao
1988; Kourafalou et al. 1996; Xing and Davies 1999;
Berdeal et al. 2002; Whitney and Garvine 2004), few
studies have focused on the details of this process. A
notable exception is Fong and Geyer (2001), who examined the response of an established buoyant coastal
plume to upwelling-favorable winds using a primitive
equation numerical model and also developed a conceptual model that provides considerable insight into
this process. In their conceptual model, the buoyant water is carried offshore by the wind-driven Ekman transport in a layer of thickness h, and the plume eventually
detaches from the coast. They estimate h using the wind
stress, the density anomaly of the plume, and a bulk
Richardson number criterion (Pollard et al. 1973; Trowbridge 1992). The bulk Richardson number criterion
provides accurate estimates of the plume thickness when
compared with results from the primitive equation numerical model. However, as noted by Fong and Geyer
(2001), their estimate of h does not account for entrainment, though their analysis of the numerical model results clearly shows that entrainment is important.
Building on Fong and Geyer’s results, a two-dimensional theory is developed here that explicitly includes
entrainment and hence provides an estimate of the density, as well as the thickness, of the buoyant plume as
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that neglects alongshelf variations. One consequence of
this assumption is that the theory does not address the
response of the source region to upwelling winds. Second, at the onset of the wind forcing there is immediate
vertical mixing and entrainment over a portion of the
plume. Third, the plume continues to evolve because of
ongoing entrainment at the offshore edge of the plume.
a. Initial condition

FIG. 1. Schematic of initial, two-dimensional buoyant coastal
plume configuration prior to the onset of the wind.

it is transported offshore (section 2). The primary objective is to gain insight into the entrainment process
and its implications for the buoyant plume response to
upwelling-favorable winds. The proposed theory reproduces the basic features of the numerical model results
of Fong and Geyer (2001), including their estimates of
the plume-average entrainment rate (section 3). The theory also reproduces the basic features of the observed
response to upwelling winds in August 1994 of the
buoyant coastal plume that flows south from Chesapeake Bay (Rennie et al. 1999) (section 4).
2. Theory
The buoyant plume response to upwelling winds is
assumed to proceed in three steps. First, the initial condition is that prior to the onset of an upwelling wind
there is an established buoyant coastal plume with an
alongshelf scale that is much larger than its width. Given
this assumption, a two-dimensional theory is developed

Consider a buoyant plume of uniform density ra 2 D ri
flowing along a vertical wall over an ambient fluid of
density ra prior to the onset of an upwelling-favorable
wind stress (Fig. 1). (A subscript i refers to the initial
plume characteristics prior to the onset of the wind).
Assume for simplicity that the plume is two-dimensional, that is, no alongshore variations, with a triangular
geometry such that the thickness is h i at the wall and
the width is W i at the surface. A right-handed coordinate
system is used with x positive offshore so that an upwelling-favorable wind is in the positive y direction.
b. Entrainment at the onset of wind forcing
At the onset of an upwelling-favorable alongshore
wind stress t sy , assume a surface mixed layer forms at
the offshore edge of the plume and deepens until there
is a balance between wind-driven mixing and the stabilizing influence of the plume buoyancy such that the
bulk Richardson number (Pollard et al. 1973) is a constant, Ri c in the range 0.5–1.0 (Fig. 2). Thus,
Ri c 5

gDr o h o
,
r a |Du| 2

(1)

where g is gravitational acceleration, the buoyant plume
has uniform density anomaly D r o after the onset of the
wind forcing and thickness h o near the offshore edge of
the plume, and | Du | is the velocity jump at the base

FIG. 2. Schematic of entrainment at the onset of the wind forcing for the cases (left) h o # h i and
(right) h o . h i .
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of the plume. (A subscript o refers to the plume characteristics immediately after the onset of the wind forcing.) The primary contribution to | Du | is assumed to
be from the wind-driven cross-shelf Ekman flow, which
is estimated as the Ekman transport U E 5 t sy /r a f divided by h o , where f is the Coriolis parameter (Fong
and Geyer 2001). In the absence of wind forcing, the
alongshore geostrophic shear in the buoyant coastal
plume over a sloping bottom is assumed to be stable in
a bulk Richardson number sense (Lentz and Helfrich
2002), and so this contribution to the vertical shear is
neglected. Fong and Geyer’s numerical model results
and the comparisons in sections 3 and 4 support this
assumption. Substituting U E /h o for | Du | and solving
for h o yields

1

Ri c r a UE2
ho ø
gDr o

2

.

5

Weo h o /2 5 A i h̃ o2 ,
A i 1 Wi (h o 2 h i ) 5 A i (2h̃ o 2 1),

(2)

h̃ o # 1
h̃ o . 1,
(3)

where A i 5 W i h i /2 is the initial cross-sectional area of
the plume, and h̃ o 5 h o /h i is the normalized thickness
at the offshore edge of the plume. Thus, the cross-sectional area of the plume after the onset of the wind A o
5 A i 1 A eo is
Ao ø

5

A i (1 1 h̃ o2 ),
2A i h̃ o ,

D r o Ao 5 D ri Ai .

(5)

Since the right-hand side is fixed by the initial conditions, the subsequent plume cross-sectional area and
density anomaly are inversely proportional to each other.
Using (4) to eliminate A o and solving for D r o yields
Dr o ø

5

Dr i (1 1 h̃ o2 )21 ,
Dr i (2h̃ o )21 ,

h̃ o # 1
h̃ o . 1.

(6)

An equation for h̃ o may be obtained by substituting (6)
into (2):

5

h̃ o3 2 h̃ s2 (h̃ o2 1 1)/2 ø 0,
h̃ o ø h̃ s ,

h̃ s # 1
h̃ s . 1,

(7)

where h̃ s 5 h s /h i ,

1/ 3

This is the expression derived by Fong and Geyer (2001)
except that they assumed the density and velocity profiles in the plume were initially linear, which results in
an additional factor of 41/3 in their estimate of h o . Note
that both h o and D r o are not known because the entrainment that leads to h o also decreases the plume density anomaly.
Here, and in the subsequent analysis, the plume density is assumed to be spatially uniform to simplify the
analysis. Numerical model results and observations suggest that the plume density tends to be uniform because
of a strong cross-shelf circulation within the plume that
provides an exchange mechanism between the entrainment region and the rest of the plume (Fong and Geyer
2001; Houghton et al. 2004).
The plume density anomaly D r o can be determined
from buoyancy conservation given the cross-sectional
area of the ambient fluid entrained into the plume. The
cross-sectional area of the ambient fluid entrained into
the plume immediately after the onset of the wind stress
(Aeo ) can be estimated for the simple triangular geometry
chosen, assuming that entrainment only occurs in the
region of the plume that is thinner than ho (Fig. 2). Noting
that the width of the entrainment region is W eo 5 Wi ho /
h i when ho # h i and Weo 5 W i when h o . h i ,
A eo ø
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h̃ o # 1
h̃ o . 1.

Conservation of buoyancy implies that

(4)

1

2

2Ri c r a UE2
hs 5
gh i Dr i

1/ 2

,

(8)

and h̃ s 5 1 when h̃ o 5 1 has been used to express the
range of validity for the two equations in (7) in terms
of h̃ s rather than h̃ o . The normalized thickness scale h̃ s
only depends on the initial plume characteristics and the
wind stress. It may be thought of as a Froude number,
in this case, the Ekman velocity U E /h i divided by the
internal wave speed Ïg9h
i i, where g9
i 5 gD r i /r a . The
magnitude of h̃ s determines the plume response to the
onset of the wind stress. If h̃ s $ 1, the wind forcing is
strong enough for entrainment to occur over the entire
extent of the plume and the plume thickness at the onset
of the wind forcing is h s . If h̃ s , 1, only a portion of
the plume is thin enough for entrainment to occur, and
the plume thickness at the onset of the wind forcing is
larger than h s .
It is straightforward to show that the cubic for h̃ s #
1 always has one real root and a complex conjugate pair
(Selby 1973). The solution for the cubic is complicated
and therefore the real root is found numerically in the
following analysis. The density anomaly D r o can be
determined by substituting the solution to (7) into (6).
The estimates above, and in the following section, are
approximate because of the oversimplified plume geometry, the deformation radius scaling, and uncertainty
in Ri c .
c. Continual entrainment at the offshore edge of the
plume
After the onset of the wind, Fong and Geyer’s numerical model results indicate that there continues to be
entrainment of ambient shelf water into the buoyant
plume (see their Fig. 12). This continual entrainment
causes the cross-sectional area (volume) of the plume
to increase and the density anomaly to decrease. The
decreasing density anomaly and (2) implies an increasing plume thickness. In the numerical model results the
entrainment is concentrated near the offshore edge of
the plume, in the region where the plume interface
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Integrating from t9 5 0 (just after the onset of the wind)
to t9 5 t for a constant wind stress provides an expression for the time-dependent cross-sectional area
A 5 A o (1 1 t̂),

FIG. 3. Schematic of wind-driven entrainment at the offshore edge
of the buoyant plume. The entrainment is assumed to be the result
of a competition between geostrophic adjustment associated with the
buoyancy forcing and wind-driven mixing in the region where the
isopycnals slope upward to intersect the surface. The width of this
region is assumed to scale with the baroclinic deformation radius.
The dashed line shows the initial shape of the plume as depicted in
Fig. 1.

shoals. Entrainment presumably occurs because the
plume is thinner in this region than the equilibrium
thickness given by the bulk Richardson number criterion. This entrainment is assumed here to be the result
of a competition between wind-driven mixing that tends
to steepen the isopycnals and the cross-shelf buoyancy
flux that tends to relax the isopycnals toward a geostrophically adjusted state (Fig. 3). For simplicity, consider this as a two-step process in which there is first a
geostrophic adjustment over a time scale of f 21 . This
implies that the width of the region of sloping isopycnals, where the entrainment occurs, scales with the baroclinic deformation radius W e ø Ïg9h/ f, where g9 5
gD r/r a . This is followed by wind-driven vertical mixing
that satisfies the bulk Richardson criterion as in (1); that
is,
hø

1

Ri c r a UE2
gDr

2

1/ 3

,

(9)

where h(t) and D r(t) are the time-dependent plume
thickness and density anomaly. The wind mixing and
geostrophic adjustment actually occur simultaneously,
but this perspective suggests plausible time f 21 and
width W e scales for the entrainment process. As noted
earlier, a critical element of this scenario is a circulation
within the plume that constantly exchanges fluid between the entrainment region and the rest of the plume
to maintain a spatially uniform density (Fong and Geyer
2001; Houghton et al. 2004). The cross-sectional area
of the entrained fluid A e is approximately W e h/2, and
the rate at which the plume area increases is
Ïg9hh
]A
1 gDrh 3
ø Ae f 5
f 5
]t
2f
2 ra

1

2

1/ 2

.

(10)

Substituting h from (9) into (10) yields
]A
1
ø ÏRi c UE .
]t
2

(11)

(12)

where A o is the cross-sectional area after the onset of
the wind stress given by (4) and t̂ is t normalized by t s
5 2A o /(ÏRi cU E ). From (12), t s is the time it takes entrainment to double the cross-sectional area from A o to
2A o or equivalently, from buoyancy anomaly conservation
D rA 5 D r o A o ,

(13)

to reduce the density anomaly by a factor of 2. Substituting A from (12) into (13) yields
D r 5 D r o (1 1 t̂) 21 .

(14)

Substituting (14) into (9) and using (2) yields
h 5 h o (1 1 t̂)1/3 .

(15)

The cross-shelf position of the offshore edge of the
plume X(t) may be estimated by integrating in time the
Ekman transport U E divided by the plume thickness h.
Noting that X(t 5 0) 5 W i and, assuming the wind
stress is constant, this yields
X 5 Wi 1

E
0

5 Wi 1

t

UE
dt
h

3A o
ÏRi c h o

[(1 1 t̂ ) 2/ 3 2 1].

(16)

Estimates of the plume width W(t) depend on the character of the cross-shelf divergence of the Ekman transport near the coast. In the following, the onshore portion
of the plume that is thicker than h is assumed to shoal
while maintaining the initial interface slope (h i /W i ) (Fig.
3). This is qualitatively consistent with the response to
onshore flow in the lower layer that is compensating for
the near-surface offshore transport. The plume is assumed to separate from the coast when the plume thickness at the coast (h c ) equals h. An alternate model in
which the divergence is concentrated at the coast (vertical wall) was also considered. In this case, the plume
immediately separates from the coast. This model is
probably more appropriate for the case where the coast
is a vertical wall and the lower layer is much thicker
than the plume. The two models give very similar results
in the evaluations presented in sections 3 and 4. Only
the former case is presented here because it seems more
relevant to the oceanic case and it provides an estimate
of the time it takes the plume to separate from the coast.
Separation from the coast is important because the
plume should no longer propagate alongshore once it
has separated from the coast (though it may be advected
alongshore by the ambient shelf flow).
Separation from the coast occurs when h c 5 h, which
implies A 5 Xh. Using (12), (15), (16) and solving for
the time tsep when A 5 Xh yields
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t̃sep 5 

3 2 ÏRi c h̃ s2 /h̃ o2

1

3 2 ÏRi c

2

3. Comparison with numerical model results

3/2

2 1,

h̃ s # 1
h̃ s . 1,

0,

(17)

where (4) and (7) have been used to simplify this expression and t̃sep 5 tsep /t s . The normalized separation
time t̃sep is only a function of h̃ s and Ri c since h̃ o is only
a function of h̃ s . For Ri c 5 1, t̃sep decreases from about
0.85 to 0 as h̃ s goes from 0 to 1. Thus, the separation
time tsep is always less than the entrainment doubling
time scale t s . However, both ts and tsep are inversely proportional to the wind stress for small h̃ s , and so both
time scales increase as the wind stress approaches zero.
If the plume has separated from the coast or h o . h i
(Fig. 2, right panel), then the plume cross section is
assumed to be rectangular and W 5 A/h. If the plume
has not separated from the coast, then W 5 X. Using
(12), (15), and (16), the width W is





X 5 Wi 1

3UE t s
[(1 1 t̂ ) 2 / 3 2 1],
2h o

12

h̃ s # 1
t # tsep

2

A
h
5 Wi s (1 1 t̂ ) 2 / 3 ,

W5 h
ho

h̃ s # 1
t . tsep

A
5 Wi (1 1 t̂ ) 2 / 3 ,
h

h̃ s . 1
t . 0.



(18)
As discussed in the following section, Fong and Geyer
(2001) made estimates of the plume-average entrainment rate w e for each of the numerical model runs. For
comparison, the plume-average entrainment rate from
the theory may be estimated as
we 5

1 ]A
,
W ]t

(19)

using (18) and (11). Once the plume has separated from
the coast, the entrainment rate decreases as (1 1 t̂) 22/3 .
Since the entrainment only occurs over a small portion
of the plume, w e is much smaller than the local entrainment
at the offshore edge of the plume, which from (11) is
we ø
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1 ]A
1
1
5 hf 5 h o f (1 1 t̂ )1/ 3 .
We ]t
2
2

(20)

Note that the local entrainment rate actually increases
with time because the plume density anomaly is decreasing.
Equations (14), (15), (16), (18), and (19) provide estimates of the time-dependent plume characteristics in
response to upwelling-favorable winds that depend only
on the initial buoyant coastal plume characteristics (D r i ,
h i , and W i ), latitude ( f ), wind stress, and the choice of
Ri c .

Fong and Geyer (2001) used a primitive equation
numerical model with a turbulent closure scheme that
depends on the stratification and the current shear (Mellor–Yamada level 2.5; Mellor and Yamada 1982) to investigate the buoyant coastal plume response to upwelling-favorable winds. In each of the model runs a
buoyant discharge at the coast forms a buoyant coastal
plume, which was allowed to spin up for 36 days. After
36 days a constant, upwelling-favorable wind stress was
applied. Twenty model runs were made in which they
varied the wind stress, the freshwater transport at the
source, and the depth of the source. The latter two parameters caused variations in the initial buoyant coastal
plume characteristics h i and D r i (h o and D r o in Table
1 of their paper). They provide estimates of h for 15 of
the model runs and D r for 14 of the model runs 72 h
after the onset of the wind stress (h s and D r s in Table
2 of their paper). They do not list estimates for the other
model runs because the density anomaly was too small
(,0.5 kg m 23 ) to accurately determine h or D r. Fong
and Geyer (2001) also present a sequence of salinity
sections from three of the numerical model runs (wind
stresses of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 Pa; Figs. 7 and 10 in their
paper) at four different times after the onset of the wind
stress (12, 24, 48, and 72 h) that allow estimation of
the cross-shelf position of the offshore edge of the plume
X(t) and the plume width W(t). Last they made estimates
of the plume-averaged entrainment rate w e , 72 h after
the onset of the wind for all 20 numerical model runs
(Fig. 13 in their paper).
Estimates of the wind-driven plume thickness h from
(15), D r from (14), W from (18), X from (16), and w e
from (19) are made using the parameters and initial
plume conditions prior to the onset of the wind forcing
for the numerical model calculations of Fong and Geyer
(2001). Specifically, the input parameters are f 5 10 24
s 21 , r a 5 1025.4 kg m 23 (ambient salinity 32 and temperature 48C), W i 5 25 km, and t w , h o , and D r o are
from their Table 1, where h i 5 2h o , because h o is the
average initial plume thickness, and D r i 5 D r o . The
critical bulk Richardson number Ri c is assumed to be
1.0 in all subsequent analyses. The theoretical estimates
are scalings, with assumed O(1) coefficients that presumably depend on factors such as the actual geometry
of the plume and entrainment regions, which are not
triangular; initial stratification within the plume; the relationship between the width of the entrainment region
at the offshore edge of the plume and the baroclinic
deformation radius; and the critical value of the bulk
Richardson number.
In general, there is close agreement between the theoretical predictions and the numerical model results (Table 1 and Figs. 4–6), with correlations greater than 0.98
and regressions slopes that range from 1 to 1.7. The
estimates of the plume thickness h from (15) are very
similar to Fong and Geyer’s estimates using the ob-
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TABLE 1. Results of linear regression analyses of the form x 5
axnum 1 b, where x is the estimate of the variable in column 1 from
the theory and xnum is the corresponding estimate from the numerical
model results. All correlations are significant at the 99% confidence
level, and 95% confidence intervals for the slopes a and intercepts
b are listed. Corresponding comparisons are shown in Figs. 4 and 6.
Variable
h
Dr
X
W
we

Intercept
21.60
20.24
1.03
27.75
20.10

6
6
6
6
6

0.64
0.17
2.90
4.30
0.16

Slope
1.25
1.04
1.06
1.33
1.66

6
6
6
6
6

0.10
0.13
0.06
0.11
0.14

Correlation Data points
0.990
0.982
0.996
0.992
0.985

15
14
12
12
20

served density anomaly (Fig. 4a). (Fong and Geyer present estimates for both Ri c 5 0.5 and Ri c 5 1.0; the
former are shown in Fig. 4a to better match the numerical model results.) Relative to the numerical model
results, the theory underestimates h for small values (h
, 8) and overestimates h for larger values. The predicted plume densities from (14) are all slightly less
than the plume densities from the numerical model results (Fig. 4b). This discrepancy may be partially due
to the plume being defined as salinities less than 31.5

FIG. 5. (a) The normalized offshore position of the plume (X 2
W i )/W i and (b) width W/W i as a function of the normalized time t/t s .
In both cases the lines represent the theoretical estimates (16) and
(18), and the symbols represent the numerical model results for wind
stresses of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 Pa. The open symbols are the numerical
model run results shifted 5 h earlier (before normalizing) to account
for Ekman spinup time and the ramping up of the wind stress.

FIG. 4. Comparisons of numerical model estimates with theoretical
estimates of (a) plume thickness h estimated from (15), (b) density
anomaly D r estimated from (14), and (c) width W estimated from
(18) (open symbols) and the offshore edge of plume X estimated from
(16) (solid symbols). Estimates of h from Fong and Geyer (2001) for
Ri c 5 0.5 are also shown (squares) in (a). Results in (c) are for three
numerical model runs with different wind stress magnitudes. For
reference, a line with a slope of 1.0 is shown in each frame.

FIG. 6. Comparisons of plume-average entrainment rates 72 h after
the onset of the wind forcing estimated from the 20 numerical model
theory
runs of Fong and Geyer (2001), w num
. A line
e , and from (19), w e
with a slope of 1.0 is shown for reference.
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in the analysis of the numerical model results, even
though the ambient salinity is 32. Therefore, D r estimates from the numerical model results are a slight
overestimate of the plume density anomaly. However,
the discrepancy is also consistent with the entrainment
rate estimated from the theory being larger than the
numerical model estimates (Fig. 6).
The theory slightly overestimates X and W relative
to the numerical model results (Fig. 4c). The offshore
position of the plume from the numerical model, normalized as in (16) and plotted against normalized time
t̂, both collapses the numerical model results and agrees
reasonably well with the theory (Fig. 5a solid circles).
Note that the three 72-h numerical model runs used in
the temporal comparisons of X and W only span normalized times that are less than 1. The theoretical estimates lead the numerical model estimates. Two factors
probably contribute to this. First, the wind stress in the
numerical model was ramped up over 1.7 h (D. Fong
2003, personal communication), which was not accounted for in the theoretical estimates. Second, the theory assumes an instantaneous Ekman response; that is,
it ignores the spinup time of roughly f 21 ø 2.8 h. There
is closer agreement in the temporal responses if the
numerical estimates are first shifted by 5 h to crudely
account for these two factors (Fig. 5a, open circles).
The normalized widths from (18) as a function of normalized time also agree reasonably well with the theory
(Fig. 5b). At short times, t̂ , 0.5, the theory and numerical model results do not collapse to one curve because they have been normalized by the long-time solution from (18). Shifting the numerical model results
by 5 h also improves the comparison for W.
Average entrainment rates from the theory are well
correlated with the numerical model estimates, but are
about 1.7 times as large. Variations in the Ri c between
0.5 and 1.5 do not change this regression slope appreciably. Given the uncertainties in the accuracy of turbulence closure schemes, it is unclear which of the two
estimates is more accurate. It is also difficult to accurately estimate the plume-average entrainment rate, even
given numerical model results (Fong and Geyer 2001).
However, the linear relationship between the theoretical
and numerical model estimates of w e is encouraging and
suggests that the entrainment process in the numerical
model is essentially what is outlined in the theory. In
particular, the entrainment is not one-dimensional, but
is concentrated near the offshore edge of the plume.
This theoretical estimate is much closer to the numerical
estimates than the bulk Richardson number scaling proposed by Fong and Geyer (2001) based on one-dimensional entrainment studies. The concentration of the entrainment over a small portion of the plume also explains
why the comparison with the one-dimensional scalings
yielded a proportionality coefficient that was substantially smaller than in previous studies.
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FIG. 7. Map showing locations of ship survey stations and moored
arrays from 1994 inner-shelf study. Symbols along central line have
been shifted slightly for clarity.

4. Chesapeake buoyant coastal plume
characteristics
Observations of the response of the buoyant coastal
plume emanating from Chesapeake Bay to upwellingfavorable winds are used to further evaluate the theoretical ideas proposed in section 2. Hydrographic observations of the buoyant coastal plume were obtained
in August and October 1994 from repeated cross-shelf
ship transects near Duck, North Carolina, approximately
100 km south of Chesapeake Bay (Waldorf et al. 1995,
1996) (Fig. 7). Alongshelf and cross-shelf arrays of
moored instruments were deployed at the same site from
August through November 1994 (Alessi et al. 1996;
Lentz et al. 1999). The alongshelf arrays consisted of
temperature, conductivity, and pressure sensors deployed at five sites along the 5-m isobath with 15-km
spacing and three sites along the 20-m isobath with 30km spacing, centered at the cross-shelf array, about 100
km south of Chesapeake Bay. The cross-shelf array consisted of conductivity (salinity), temperature, and current measurements spanning the water column at sites
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0.4, 0.9, 1.6, 5.4, and 16.4 km offshore (water depths
4, 8, 13, 21, and 26 m, respectively). Wind stresses were
estimated (Large and Pond 1981) using wind measurements from the end of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Field Research Facility pier. Winds in this area have a
correlation scale of about 600 km and thus winds at the
pier are representative of winds over the buoyant coastal
plume (Austin and Lentz 1999). Previous studies using
these observations have provided a general description
of the buoyant coastal plume (Rennie et al. 1999) and
a more detailed description of the region near the nose
(Lentz et al. 2003).
Releases of buoyant water from Chesapeake Bay are
controlled by wind-driven sea level fluctuations at the
mouth of the bay (Wang 1979; Rennie et al. 1999) and
result in intermittent buoyant coastal plumes that often
propagate more than 100 km southward along the coast
(Rennie et al. 1999; Johnson et al. 2001; Donato and
Marmorino 2002; Lentz et al. 2003). In August and
October 1994, the resulting buoyant coastal plumes
propagated at about 0.5 m s 21 along the coast and were
typically about 5 km wide. Upwelling-favorable winds
are a primary mechanism causing the offshore dispersal
of the buoyant coastal plume from Chesapeake Bay
(Rennie et al. 1999; Johnson et al. 2001; Hallock and
Marmorino 2002). In 1994, weak upwelling-favorable
wind stresses (,0.1 Pa) were associated with the disappearance of the buoyant plume from the sites near the
coast in 14 of 17 buoyant coastal plume events. In the
other three events, the plume decayed alongshore, apparently as a result of vertical mixing associated with
strong downwelling-favorable wind stresses (magnitudes . 0.2 Pa). In the upwelling cases, the salinity
increase occurred more or less simultaneously over the
60-km extent of the alongshelf array and there was clear
evidence of the buoyant water moving offshore. At the
onset of upwelling-favorable winds, salinity increases
at the 13-m site (1.6 km offshore) preceded or were
simultaneous with the appearance of the low-salinity
water first at the 21-m site (5.4 km offshore) and in
about one-half of the cases subsequently at the 26-m
site (16.4 km offshore) (e.g., 17 August and 21 August
events in Fig. 8). The salinity anomaly decreased with
distance offshore and was generally small at the 26-m
site, suggesting mixing with the ambient shelf water.
A sequence of salinity sections from the ship surveys
shows an example of the evolution of the low-salinity
plume water as it is carried offshore (Fig. 9) during a
12-day period in August when winds were generally
upwelling favorable (Fig. 8a). From 7 to 9 August,
winds were downwelling favorable and there was a
buoyant coastal plume present at the mooring transect.
Winds were weak on 10–11 August and the buoyant
plume was about 10 m thick and less than 10 km wide
(Fig. 9). As a result of weak upwelling-favorable winds
the plume thinned and spread offshore by 12 August
with relatively little change in salinity. By 14 August,
in response to stronger upwelling-favorable winds, the
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FIG. 8. Time series from 7 to 25 Aug 1994 of (a) wind stress, and
near-surface salinities at mooring sites (b) 1.3, (c) 5.6, and (d) 16
km offshore. Onset of two upwelling-favorable (positive) wind stress
events is marked by dashed lines. Times of shipboard transects shown
in Fig. 9 are noted by triangles in (a). Buoyant coastal plume events
are evident in (b) on 7–11, 16–17, and 20 Aug.

plume is more than 20 km wide and has begun to separate from the coast, and the plume salinity has increased. A second buoyant plume propagates into the
region late on 16 August during a period of weak winds,
and then moves offshore and apparently merges with
the low-salinity water from the previous event during
the upwelling wind event on 17–18 August (Fig. 8). By
19 August the core of the low-salinity water is 30–40
km offshore and the plume is about 10 m thick. A third
buoyant coastal plume event occurs 20–21 August (Fig.
8) and is immediately swept about 10 km offshore by
the upwelling-favorable winds (Fig. 9). The remnant of
the older merged plume is still evident 30–40 km offshore on 21 August. Downwelling-favorable winds on
23 August cause both plumes to move onshore and the
salinity to increase because of vertical mixing. These
observations indicate that weak to moderate upwellingfavorable winds are an effective mechanism for dispersing the buoyant coastal plume offshore.
It is interesting that the buoyant water could be
tracked for an extended period of time after it separated
from the coast (Fig. 9), suggesting that it persisted as
a coherent lens of low-salinity water and did not break
up. Additional hydrographic observations from lines
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FIG. 9. Sequence of salinity sections from shipboard hydrographic transects in Aug 1994. The salinity scale is shown next to the
12 Aug panel.
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north and south of the central line support this view.
The low-salinity water in the numerical model results
of Fong and Geyer (2001) also persisted as coherent
lenses.
The buoyant coastal plume response described above
is far more complicated than either the numerical model
simulations or the simple theory for a variety of reasons
that include variable winds with reversals, variable ambient shelf currents and stratification, more complex bathymetry, and multiple buoyant current events that can,
for example, merge. Additionally, the relevance of a
two-dimensional perspective, used in both the theory
and the description of the observations, is not clear. The
alongshore displacement during the 12-day period estimated from the observed alongshore current is about
60 km, less than the alongshore extent of the buoyant
coastal plumes. This explains why the low-salinity lenses are not swept out of the observational domain. Despite these limitations, predictions from the theory proposed in section 2 are compared with the observations
for the 12-day period in August described above.
To apply the theory with realistic wind forcing required several modifications. Besides the continual entrainment at the offshore edge of the plume, intermittent
entrainment may occur over the entire plume in response
to increases in the wind stress. The equations are time
stepped using the hourly wind observations. At the start
of each time step, increases in plume thickness due to
increases in the wind stress magnitude are accounted
for by setting h(t) to the maximum of h from the previous time step and an updated estimate of h from (15)
using the new wind stress magnitude. Entrainment is
assumed to occur at the onshore edge of the plume
during reversals to downwelling-favorable winds if the
plume is detached from the coast. While it is straightforward to include a sloping bottom in the model, this
was not done because the region onshore of where the
front intersects the bottom is narrow for the Chesapeake
plume; that is, the Chesapeake plume tends to be ‘‘surface trapped’’ based on the criterion of Lentz and Helfrich (2002). The time-stepping model was checked by
comparing calculations for a constant upwelling-favorable wind stress with the analytic expressions in section
2. The two approaches gave essentially identical results.
The theoretical model was initialized with observations from the 11 August salinity and density sections,
h i 5 8 m, W i 5 7 km, and D r i 5 5 kg m 23 (Fig. 9),
and then forced with the observed wind stress (Fig. 8a).
Time series of h, D r, W, and X from the theory compare
reasonably well to estimates from the ship transects (Fig.
10). The theory accurately reproduces both the increase
in plume thickness and the decrease in plume density.
There are only four observations of W and X because
many of the transects did not extend far enough offshore
to sample the entire plume (Fig. 9). The theory appears
to overestimate X and W on 19 and 21 August. However,
the observations of W and X on 19 and 21 August are
lower bounds because the offshore edge of the plume
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FIG. 10. Comparisons of theoretical estimates (lines) and observations (symbols) of (b) buoyant plume thickness h, (c) density anomaly D r, and (d) width W and offshore position X for a period in Aug
when wind stresses, shown in (a), were primarily upwelling-favorable
(positive values). Values of X and W on 19 and 21 Aug may be larger
than shown because the buoyant plume extended beyond the offshore
extent of the ship transect (see Fig. 9).

again extended beyond the survey (maximum offshore
distance about 48 km); thus the actual values of W and
X may be larger. The general agreement between the
theory and the August observations suggests that the
two-dimensional model is relevant to this period and
provides indirect evidence for the assumed entrainment
process.
It is interesting to contrast the theoretical estimates
for the Chesapeake plume with estimates from a larger
plume such as the Mississippi River plume. For a moderate, upwelling wind stress of 0.1 Pa and the initial
conditions listed above for the Chesapeake plume, h s 5
2.2 m, t s 5 18 h, and tsep 5 5 h. In contrast, for the
same wind stress, using h i 5 15 m, W i 5 40 km, and
D r i 5 5 kg m 23 for the Mississippi River (inferred from
Fig. 4 in Wiseman et al. 1997) yields h s 5 1.6 m, t s 5
7 days, and tsep 5 4 days. While h s is similar for the
two plumes because the wind stress and density anomalies are the same, the time scales differ by an order of
magnitude because the cross-sectional areas differ by
an order of magnitude. For the Chesapeake, both t s and
tsep are similar to the time scale of a typical wind event.
This implies that a single wind event can cause the
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Chesapeake plume to separate from the coast and the
associated entrainment can double the plume volume.
Since the density anomaly scales as (1 1 t̂) 21 , it takes
a 0.1-Pa upwelling wind stress about a week to decrease
the Chesapeake plume density to 10% of its original
value. For the Mississippi plume, both t s and tsep are
longer than a typical wind event, which may explain
why the Mississippi plume persists as a buoyant coastal
plume for much of the year, except in mid-to-late summer when persistent upwelling-favorable winds move
the low-salinity water toward the east (Cochrane and
Kelly 1986; Wiseman et al. 1997; Li et al. 1997). Furthermore, the theoretical estimate suggests it would take
months for an upwelling wind stress of 0.1 Pa to reduce
the density anomaly of the Mississippi plume to 10%
of its initial value. This comparison suggests that buoyant plumes similar to or smaller than the Chesapeake
plume should be strongly influenced by wind forcing
on the synoptic time scale of a day or two, while much
larger plumes, such as the Mississippi plume, should be
more strongly influenced by wind forcing on monthly
to seasonal time scales.
5. Summary
A simple, two-dimensional theory for the response of
a buoyant coastal plume to upwelling-favorable winds
is developed to gain insight into this process, particularly the associated entrainment. This theory builds on
a conceptual model developed by Fong and Geyer
(2001) and insights gained from their numerical model
results. The key assumption is that entrainment occurs
at the offshore edge of the buoyant plume in the region
where the isopycnals shoal to intersect the surface. In
this region, continual entrainment is assumed to be a
result of a competition between geostrophic adjustment
associated with the buoyancy force and wind-driven
mixing. The two-dimensional theory based on this assumption, combined with an oversimplified triangular
geometry and a bulk Richardson number criterion, provides estimates of the time-dependent plume density,
thickness, width, offshore position, and the entrainment
rate in response to an upwelling wind stress, given the
initial plume density, width, and thickness, the Coriolis
parameter, a critical value for the bulk Richardson number, and the wind stress.
There are two key parameters derived from the theory: a thickness scale h s and a time scale t s . The normalized thickness scale h̃ s may be thought of as a Froude
number that determines the plume response to the onset
of the wind stress. If h̃ s $ 1, the wind forcing is strong
enough for entrainment to occur over the entire extent
of the plume and the plume thickness at the onset of
the wind forcing is h s . If h̃ s , 1, only a portion of the
plume is thin enough for entrainment to occur, and the
plume thickness at the onset of the wind forcing is larger
than h s .
The subsequent evolution of the plume after the onset
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of the wind forcing depends on the time scale t s 5 2A o /
(ÏRi cU E ), the time for entrainment to double the crosssectional area A o after the onset of the wind forcing,
where U E is the Ekman transport. Normalizing time by
t s , the plume thickness increases as (1 1 t̂)1/3 and the
width as (1 1 t̂) 2/3 , and so the cross-sectional area increases as (1 1 t̂). Since the plume buoyancy anomaly
is conserved, the density anomaly decreases as (1 1
t̂) 21 . The average entrainment rate over the plume w e
scales as (1 1 t̂) 22/3 . The time that it takes the buoyant
plume to separate from the coast tsep depends on t s and
h s . For h̃ s $ 1, the plume is assumed to separate from
the coast immediately, that is, in a time scale of f 21 or
less, since the theory neglects the spinup time of the
Ekman response. As h̃ s decreases, that is, for weaker
wind stress, tsep becomes increasingly large. Once the
plume separates from the coast, it will move in response
to the wind forcing and ambient shelf flow, but it should
not propagate alongshore as a buoyant gravity current.
The theory accurately reproduces the numerical model results of Fong and Geyer (2001), including their
estimates of the plume-average entrainment rate w e ,
though the regression coefficient was 1.7 for w e (Table
1 and Figs. 4–6). The agreement suggests that the theory
provides insight into the physics represented by the numerical model results. In particular, the hypothesized
entrainment process is a reasonably accurate description
of the entrainment process occurring in the numerical
model. The theory also reproduces the observed response of the buoyant plume from Chesapeake Bay to
weak upwelling-favorable winds during a 12-day period
in August 1994, suggesting that it is relevant to the
oceanic response. Further observations are needed to
assess the usefulness and limitations of this simple theory for understanding the response of buoyant coastal
plumes to upwelling winds. Observations of the response of buoyant plumes having different scales, such
as the Mississippi plume, are needed to evaluate the
proposed ideas. Direct estimates of both entrainment
rates using, for example, dye or by making turbulent
salt flux measurements would be particularly insightful
to determine where and when entrainment occurs.
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